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Creativity Conversation tonight with Joe Crespino on his new book and Harper Lee letters

Join us for a lively Creativity Conversation today (May 3) at 4 p.m. with Emory University history professor and author Joseph Crespino and Rosemary Magee, former director of the Rose Library, in the Jones Room, Level 3 of Emory's Woodruff Library.

Crespino will discuss his new book, "Atticus Finch: The Biography," and the Rose Library's collection of personal letters written by "To Kill a Mockingbird" author Harper Lee will be on display.

Crespino's book will be available for sale and signing after the reading, five days in advance of the publisher's release date.

Please register at the link below. If you can't make it to our event today, Crespino will be at the Carter Center for a lecture/book signing on Tuesday, May 8, at 7 p.m.

Register for the May 3 Creativity Conversation

Read more about the event

History of Teaching Medicine at Emory exhibit highlights faculty, program excellence

A new exhibit, "History of Teaching Medicine at Emory," outlines the impressive growth of Emory’s School of Medicine throughout its history and provides details on faculty and program excellence. Among the highlights: the early merger of five medical schools into Emory’s School of Medicine; the significance of faculty such as Drs. Nanette Wenger and J. Willis Hurst to the cardiology program; and a kiosk featuring the contributions of key faculty members, including a tribute to Dr. Kenneth Walker, who passed away in February.

"History of Teaching Medicine at Emory" is on display at the Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library, 1462 Clifton Rd. in Atlanta 30322.

Learn more about the exhibit

Check Woodruff Health Sciences Center Library hours

A Study Abroad student showcase of stunning shots

Students who participate in Emory’s Study Abroad program often say it’s a life-changing experience, and their stunning photographs help others understand why. The program, along with LITS Student Digital Life, hosts an annual Study Abroad photo contest, and this year 15 winners in five categories were chosen.

These photos and many other submissions – 54 photos in all – are on display now in the Cox Hall computing center. The exhibit is open on Commencement Day, so stop by. But if you don’t have a chance before the end of spring semester, no worries – the exhibit will stay up until spring 2019.

View the Study Abroad contest-winning photos

Cox Hall computing center hours and information

Oxford Library salutes graduating second-year student employees

Some of the Oxford Library graduating student employees are pictured here. Photo courtesy Oxford College Library.

Each year, the Oxford College Library recognizes its graduating second-year student workers by having them choose a book to be placed in the general collection in their honor.

The blog entry linked here not only gives the rest of us ideas for our reading lists, but also provides an interesting peek into each student’s book choice and the Oxford experience, as they answer two questions: Why did you choose this book? What is your favorite Oxford memory?

Read more about the student employees and the books they choose

Oxford Library salutes graduating second-year student employees
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